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ABSTRACT
Contention-based access strategies have the principal advantage of being distributed
and probabilistic, which is good insurance against system failure; however, the
resulting access waiting times normally have an exponential distribution, showing
maxima about ten times above the average.
In a recent paper /4/, we proposed an Ethernet-compatible contention protocol with an
access queueing mechanism that achieves nearly deterministic behaviour. In the
present paper, compatibility is abandoned for shorter contention times, e.g. better
throughput.
An algorithm is developed to adapt the contention behaviour of nodes to the present
network traffic. It is shown how distributed access queueing control can be added to
this without increasing contention times.

INTRODUCTION
The principle of CSMA/CD (Carrier-Sense Multiple Access w. Collision Detection) is
that several stations sharing a common communication medium may access this medium
instantly if they want and the medium is presently idle.
The Carrier-Sense capability of the stations insures that no running transmissions
are disturbed; however, carrier cannot be detected before a certain signal propagation delay. Therefore some stations may 'collide' in the attempt to transmit.
By comparing their outgoing signal to the incoming on the medium, stations are able
to detect this; they stop transmitting ('back off) and retry after some time. It is
reasonable to choose this time to be a random multiple of the slot-time, which is
defined as to exceed the worst-case signal round-trip delay on the medium.
The slot-time serves for a virtual synchronization of all events on the medium, while
the random choice helps in avoiding repeated collisions.
A node gets access to the medium, if it is the only one trying within one slot; we
call this event 'Success', the node the 'Winner'. If more nodes want to transmit, it
may take some collisions and some idle slots (while all are delaying) until then.
This is the contention process, the time spent the contention time.
The nodes failing in getting access we call the 'Losers'. All nodes wanting to
transmit we call 'Actives' or contending, the others 'Passives'.
It is reasonable to express contention times in slots rather than physical entities,
because every design uses different slot lengths and comparison of protocols is
faciliated if there is a common scale.
If nodes continue delay counting while the medium is busy, they may come to the point
of claiming access and wait with it until the channel is idle again. If more nodes
are waiting (likely w i t h heavy traffic), they will then collide for sure, an event
we call 'First-Collision' (of contention). Because this First-Collision is of no
use, it is more reasonable to suspend delay counting while the channel is busy.
The major problem with the contention process is in choosing the delay times so as to
minimize the (useless) contention time. Another (often neglected) problem is to
avoid excessive waiting times until access; because the contention process is
probabilistic, every nodes' access chances also are, and the access delays (not to be
confused with the delay times in contention) are more or less exponentially
distributed.

For the same reasons where we express contention times in slots, we express access
delays in message lengths. The number of messages transmitted by other nodes until a
certain one gets access is a good measure for protocol performance at access queueing; with ideal round-robin scheduling, it should always equal the number of the
other competitors. If we ask for physically spent waiting times, the contention time

has to be added to every message.
THE ADVANTAGES OF CSMA/CD

Consider an office where an Ethernet cable (for example) crosses the wall. You do not
have to know more than the physical addresses of your own equipment to connect it via
the cable and start up working. No problems will arise, for there are no two Ethernet interfaces in the world using the same address. Although the cable may connect an
entire building, you don't need to know of other connected facilities but your own,
unless you want to use them.
Privacy is of course a problem with such applications; it could be solved by nothing
but data encryption, which we therefore would recommend to be standardized.
Another important advantage of CSMA/CD, compared to token-passing schemes, is the
possibility for very fast file transfer by single nodes during low traffic periods
(normal conditions), because then the overhead is very low.
Unfortunately, some implementors of local networks are very fond of central
facilities. If there is no need to use them, no problems will arise; otherwise, the
result might be that some so-called 'Ethernet-compatible' network implementations
would not even tolerate each other on the same cable. Therefore, as long as the upper system layers are not standardized, compatibility is not in sight.
IMPLICATIONS ON REAL-TIME

In certain applications, like process steering in industrial plants or packeted voice
communications, an upper bound on message arrival delays is required. The minimum
time that could be guaranteed is the product of the number of connected nodes and the
maximum message length allowed plus contention times. This requires, besides optimal
access queueing, that
1) the physical parameters (message-length, slot-time) are reasonably chosen,
2) all receivers are able to accept the messages addressed to them, and
3) no internal output queues build up within nodes, or at least certain really important messages are pushed ahead in the queues.
If these conditions are met, message arrival delays are equal to access delays.
With digital voice, neither output queues nor message priorizing are allowed; if the
channel is congested, new connections have to be rejected. The maximum access delays
allowed are about 0.1 second for any packet.

With process steering, the maximum allowed delays vary with the particular application, and within this from message to message; however, we do not want to use a
priorizing scheme in order to improve network performance, for
1) global knowledge would be required to dispose priorities. It introduces further
communication overhead to ensure that all priorities in the net keep consistent.
Using a central facility for priority disposition would cause the same problems
and even be against the CSMA/CD philosophy.
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The conclusion of this is, that the appropriate strategy on the link layer is roundrobin access assignment. A link layer achieving this goal we call 'transparent', because its minimum abilities are always well-known.
The improvement in access queueing is also of advantage with less critical applications, like office communications, if the capacity of the channel is fully utilized.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE CONTENTION PROCESS

There are two ways to describe Backoff Mechanisms: The first is to assume that the
nodes calculate individual random delay times, which are a multiple, D, of the slot
time. D lies in a range of O...Dm, i.e. there is a choice of Dm+1 discrete values.
The

other

way

is

that

the nodes watch the channel

slot by slot, claiming access

within each slot with a probability Pa:

The latter perspective allows for an easy decription of protocols that recalculate Pa
with every slot, and also simplifies the analysis of the contention process; however,
we will need the description by Dm again when introducing some new protocol
mechanisms.

The probability that h nodes will try access within one slot, ph, is given by the
Poisson distribution (accurately only for large node numbers; however, the results
derived are roughly applicable even for two nodes and exact to more than 4 decimal
places from 16 nodes on):

where
= n*Pa with equal Pa in all nodes (n is the number of contending nodes);
is the number of nodes expected to access within one slot (mean value of h).
More general,
can be defined by

i.e. for the contention process as a whole, it does not matter if the nodes all have
different access probabilities Pa; only their sum
is of importance. This holds if
none of the Pa is near to 1; for our purposes, we might allow one of the Pa to be
about 0.5.
The probability that a slot remains idle (no access attempt, h=0) is

That one node tries access:

That more than one node tries access (e.g. collision)

The contention process can be modeled as a decision tree, where branches are traversed with probabilities po, p1 or pc:

The A symbolize that the tree branches infinitely. If
remains constant, the po,
pc and p1 do not change; otherwise, they are dependent on the branches traversed
before.
Each p1-branch is an exit: A message is transmitted successfully, the contention
finished.

Within the contention phase, the mean numbers
related according to their probabilities.
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assumed constant; p1 stands for successful transmission).

Mean contention time (

= 1-p):

Z denotes the mean 'changeover time' after
tion delay (see hereafter).

transmission, due to the signal propaga-

Probability for a transmission without any collisions:

Number of idle slots per contention:

Number of collisions per idle slot:

Fig.l shows the mean contention time, Tc (in slots), and the mean number of collisions per contention, Cc, dependent on (
constant during contention). Tc is shown
without the 'changeover time'. We see that minimum contention times are achieved
with X=l.
BINARY EXPONENTIAL BACKOFF WITH GLOBAL CONSENSUS

The original BEB scheme /2/ calculates the max. delay by

where
tempts

C is the number of collisions a node experienced with its own transmission atwhile

trying to send a particular message.

With Global Consensus /4/, C is

the number of collisions in the present contention, here including those where the
node itself was not involved in. Nodes delaying end their delay and calculate new
access probabilities when sensing a collision of others. Therefore, all nodes precede
synchronously.

We will derive the number of collisions with this
decision tree (
changes after every collision):

strategy, using the following

Here, any pr - branch means one more collision, while pr ('resolving without collision') denotes successful access.
The probability that exactly k collisions will occur, rk, is given by

We assumed that C starts at 0, i.e. the
access instantly if they have a message.
curacy from about 8 nodes on.
We

are now able to compute the rk,

channel has been idle before and the nodes
The poisson approximation yields good ac-

using the different\(C) after different numbers

of collisions with Binary Exp. Backoff (BEB/GC):

Fig.2 shows the collision number distributions for BEB/GC with 16 and 64 nodes.

The numerical computation of rk revealed that the mean number of collisions per contention with BEB/GC is (asymptotically):

The standard deviation of Ccb can be computed to

These values are accurate to the given number of digits if n > 15.
We see that after the contention, C will have almost its optimal value according to
the number of contending nodes, because the maximum delay is computed by Dm=2^C-l,
which yields Dm=n if C=Ccb. If C would start at 1, one collision would be saved in
an initial contention, but the resulting C would remain the same. If this value of C
is re-used with the next contention, the contention time will probably be small,

because
1) the number of contending nodes will probably decrease by no more than I, because
only 1 message was transmitted, and
2) even if C happens to differ from the optimum by +-1, i.e.
is between 1/2 and 2,
Tc will still have low values (see fig.l).
If many nodes happen to become active within
the BEB will solve for this.

one contention (which is not likely),

A calculation of Ccb with other radix bases than 2 (e.g.
optimum for X exists:
X

=

(C)=n/X^C) revealed that an

2.167...

opt
With larger X, X^Ccb becomes larger than n, i.e. the mean number number of collisions during an initial contention phase will not result in optimal access
probabilities at the next contention. This is a good reason, aside from implementational considerations, why binary backoff, in particular, could be of advantage.

Fig.3 shows the resulting X^Ccb/n after an initial contention with backoff base X; if
C=Ccb

is

re-used

with

the

next contention, the optimum

=1 would only result if

X=2.167...

CHANGEOVER TIME

If

a node Nl ceases transmission, another node,

N2, located in distance s from N1,

will not detect this before a signal delay time Ts.

If N1 and N2 transmit alternately (contention time neglected), it takes 2*Ts until Nl
detects, after its message has ended, the transmission start by N2. Thus, an idle
time of 2*Ts is encountered. After N2's message ends, Nl can transmit 'instantly'1
(from its point of view, while now N2 sees a gap of 2*Ts).
The time for two transmissions (N1,N2) is therefore prolonged by 2*Ts, regardless of
which point on the cable we look at; 'changeover' therefore takes a time equal to Ts
(per message).
Regardless of the number of contending nodes, there is always one to transmit and one
to transmit next. If those two are always at different ends of a cable of maximum
length, we get the maximum value

According to the mean distance of two randomly positioned nodes (1/3), the mean value
of z, Z, becomes

In practice, configurations where z is significantly above its mean are unlikely (except for point-to-point links). The changeover times also provide little contribution to overall delay times; we therefore decided always to assume z=l/6 slot.

ACCOUNTING SLOTS

The performance of a CSMA/CD network is independent of node positioning (except for
z), if the contention mechanism is constructed correctly. It is important that slot
counting and collision detection follow certain rules :
The contention begins following the end of a message plus a certain interframe spacing; it is divided into fixed slots, which have to be longer than the worst-case
round trip delay including propagation delays, circuit delays, synchronization delays
and the duration of the Collision Consensus Enforcement signal.

An idle slot is to be assumed if the channel was idle during the entire slot or if a
signal that began within the slot lasts beyond the slot end.
A collision is assumed if a signal was detected that was shorter than one slot and

ends within the present slot.
If a contiuous signal of more than one slot length was detected, the successful begin
of a transmission is assumed. The nodes then wait until the signal ends; after this,
the next contention begins and slot counting starts at the end of the interframe
spacing that necessarily follows the end of a message.
The

decision if the slot is to be accounted

for as 'collision' or 'idle' is done at

every slot end. Message begin is detected asynchronously by signal duration only.

If

access is to be tried, this should be done at the begin of a slot.

The slot time serves for a virtual synchronization of the whole network; all effects
of signal delays are eliminated.
STRATEGIES FOR MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT (MINIMUM CONTENTION TIMES)

With the Loglog strategy described in /4/, Ccb was used to estimate the number of
contending nodes and calculate the right time for a transmission in order to achieve
approximate round-robin queueing with any number of nodes contending. There, our
goal was compatibility with Ethernet. The contention times, e.g. the throughput

resulting had to be accepted as was. Here,
then add some devices for queueing control.

we will first optimize throughput and

CSMA-C

We will first show an extremely simple strategy that achieves nearly optimal contention times and readily shows a queueing behaviour significantly better than random.
We saw that the BEB/GC algorithm achieves nearly optimum C-values within a single
contention phase. If we do not reset them, we can expect about e-2
0.72... collisions during the next contention phase (fig.l).
If we subtract about 0.72 from all
C-values at the end of contention, (e.g. at transmission) the nearly optimal values
are approximately restored.
If the number of contending nodes, n, increases, the BEB will swiftly increase the
C-values. If n decreases (expectedly by no more than 1 per contention), less collisions occur and the constant subtraction of 0.72 per transmission will result in a
decrease of the C's.

The above may be simplified to a C-decrease of 1 without significant disadvantage.
The C-values will then be regulated as to enforce averagely 1 collision per
contention.
In order to improve access queueing, it is reasonable to proceed differently with the
C-value of the Winner node (the one getting access). A good way is to redouble it.
The effect of this on the contention times is negligible, but it puts a limit on access delays, of about 3.5*n messages. Compared to the 10*n...20*n with totally random queueing /4/, this is fairly good, especially if we regard that this strategy is
still nearly as simple as Ethernet's.
The C-values may be limited to a range of 0...15. A Contention Timeout after 15 idle
slots (C should be set to 0 in this case) is recommended. The contention times and
the access delay deviation of CSMA-C are shown in fig.7 and fig.4.

Fig.4: The waiting time distribution (access delay in message lengths, here with 40
nodes after 2000 messages) of CSMA-C at infinite load is readily better than the exponential distribution with totally random access and far better than the results
with Ethernet's contention strategy /4/. The dotted line denotes the deviation of
contention times (slots), the dashed one the collisions per contention.

ADAPTIVE p-PERSISTENT CSMA

CSMA-C can be seen as a regulator that balances collisions against messages. Another
approach is to utilize the relation between collisions and idle slots /14/,/7/. It
works like follows:
* If a node senses an idle slot, it increases its own access probability (Pa).

* If a node senses a collision, it decreases its Pa.
* While a message is transmitted, all other nodes wait and maintain their Pa.
* As to /7/, if a node has transmitted and has no further message, it does not join
further contentions but stores its Pa for use with the next message it will
generate sometime. This is disadvantageous at load changes; we prefer to recommend
that passive nodes update their Pa like actives (but do not access), in order to be
up to date when they should generate a message.
This scheme has the principal advantage that no Contention Timeout is necessary; all
active nodes steadily increase their Pa as long as the channel is idle.
Because the description is still relatively
hancements are necessary.

vague, some further definitions and en-

At first, we should specify that 'increment' and 'decrement' of Pa are to be done by
multiplication resp. division, in order to achieve similar relative effects with all
Pa-values and thus with all numbers of contending nodes.
The further steps to be proposed will
instead of Pa (1/Pa = Dm+1) . Like to
Collision-Weight C and calculate Dm
random D between 0 and Dm is selected

be easier to describe if we use the Dm-notation
the strategies introduced before, we will use a
like with BEB/GC (Dm=2^C-l, i.e. Pa=l/2^C); a
and access is attempted if D<1.

It is then obvious from our recent considerations, that the lowering of Pa at collisions should be done by incrementing C by a value (called u) of approximately 1.
The increase of Pa may be achieved by decrementing C at idle slots by a value v.
u controls the radix for the BEB (if u=l, the radix is 2); however, the optimum radix
with this scheme is different from the optimum (Xopt=2.167...) for normal BEB, due to

the decrease of C at idle slots.
Because C will be regulated to a stable value if the number of contending nodes
remains constant (equilibrium), the total of increments and decrements should then
approach 0. Thus,

For

=1 (minimum contention time) we get

The optimal u (achieving am mean
of 1 within one contention, the equivalent of
Xopt) could be determined to be about 0.87. With this, v is about 0.62. Our
simulations showed that this choice is indeed quite reasonable.

EQUAL ACCESS CHANCES

We have said that the numbers of collisions and idle slots depends on
rather than
the individual Pa, provided that all Pa are significantly below 1. Even if some Pa
approach 1, it does not matter which one (only the poisson approximation is inaccurate in this case). Therefore, the adaptation will n o t guarantee that the Pa

are equal, i.e. that all nodes have equal chances for access.
If we do not enforce equal Pa, all nodes will have different values, depending on the
number of competitors when they transmitted their last message (if they do not watch
the channel while being 'passive'), or when they were powered up.
Those access probabilities may be totally inadequate to the present network load. Because all contending nodes sense the same events on the cable, their Pa will then all
change synchronously, but remain different. This will cause access delay distributions worse than with mere random selection.
If we increase (or multiply) the C-values of the Winner nodes (similar to CSMA-C),
i.e. decrease their Pa, the total number of collisions is slightly lower, causing a
steady drift of all C to lower values.
This serves to bring down unappropriately
high C-values within a sufficiently short time.

This scheme is, however, not able to work with the queueing mechanisms we will introduce hereafter.
We had to find another way for the nodes to transfer the information about their own
Pa (resp. their estimate about the number of competitors, for Pa should be 1/n).
This could be done by mere collisions, similar to the recently proposed Logskip
strategy /4/; however, although this works well when compatibility with Ethernet
nodes is required, it is not so good for throughput, because the contention times
grow logarithmically with n.
Without compatibility requirements, a more subtle way of information exchange is possible.
By choosing the values u and v, we enforce a certain relation between the
mean number of collisions, Co, and the mean number of idle slots. As to fig.l, this
should not cause a big increase in contention times (Tc) as long as Cc is between
about 0.4 and 2.

If we make the relation of u and v dependent on the C (e.g. Pa) of a node, this node
spreads the information about its Pa by trying to achieve a certain collision/idle
slot relation; if it fails in doing so, (because other nodes regulate for different
collision/idle slot relations), its C-value will drift until its increments and
decrements are balanced again. This can only be the case if the node's C is equal to
the mean C of all others; therefore, if all C are in balance, they are all equal. The
Pa will converge if the number of collisions wanted grows with the number of nodes

estimated.
The scheme could also solve for some random inaccuracies in slot accounting.

It is difficult to determine what exactly should be done with u and v in order to
achieve optimal results. Simulations showed that a good choice is to
* let u be constant (u= 7/8 = 0.875),

* let v be 3/8 + C/32.
By this, v is made dependent on C, e.g. Pa; the amount of coupling is determined by
the fraction of C used (here, C/32). It is a compromise between fast adaptation and
minimum increase in contention times. We have chosen values that can easily be handled by binary logic (they are close to the optimum as far as we could determine by
simulation).
Because Dm=2^C-l n, i.e. C Iog2(n), v does not differ from its optimum
by more than 0.1 for node numbers of about 50...1000; this should result in very low
contention times in all relevant cases. Simulations showed the contention times'

dependency on node numbers to be small (fig.7).

We call the scheme developed so far CSMA-Q. It has the advantage that the contention
process serves for an appropriate amount of information transfer between nodes, with
low overhead. However, this scheme was not developed just for optimized access probability regulation: It is a good base for an access queueing mechanism we will now
present. One result will be, that the nodes may use their C-values in order to calculate optimal times for their own access and thus achieve system-wide round-robin
queueing without additional overhead (contention times).
DEVICES FOR ACCESS QUEUEING

In /4/, we have shown a strategy (Loglog) that achieves nearly optimal round-robin
access assignment through the contention process.
It would be desirable to combine
the good queueing properties of Loglog with the low Contention times of CSMA-Q.
This should be possible, because A=l could be achieved by

but also (as an example) by

(for large n).
Any distribution of the Pai may be used to improve access queueing, provided that the
Pai are ordered according to the waiting times of the nodes. One possible approach
to this is the Loglog strategy /4/.
Loglog's contention behaviour enforces about
log2(n) collisions per contention. The 'Collision Weight' C is increased by 1 at
every collision. After the contention, C is decreased by about log2(Q), where Q is
the number of transmissions by other nodes since the nodes' own message was first
launched for transmission.
THE LOG QUEUEING MECHANISM

The action following every contention (message transmission) can be written as
C := C + log2 (n) - log2 (Q)
In order to get the C-development for one
with the start condition C(0) = C0 = log2 (n):

node,

we may

integrate this formula

By solving this equation, we would find that the C-values go up to about 1.5*n and
would not reach zero again before e*n messages were transmitted. If we put an upper
bound on C (16 with Loglog, 32 with the Log-Q strategy to follow), a more desirable
C-development takes place (fig.5). Here, the C-values stick to their limit and start
coming down when Q>n.

Fig.5 shows numerically integrated limited C-curves drawn from the equilibrium theory
(500 nodes assumed), where we reduced the number of contending nodes to 200 after
different times Qx. The result verifies that the nodes will try to get bus access
close to the right time (or a little bit late, but in practice this is accomodated by
node interaction).

Because the C-development in fig.5 starts at different times (the moment of transmission) within every node, we could as well divide the the x-axis by node numbers instead of messages and get an approximate scattergram of the C-values within all
nodes. It is obvious that the higher C-values yield little contribution to
The slope of the C-curve near to its end is flatter than -1; this indicates that the
series forming A is not the l/2^X-series given in the example above; however, large
theoretical differences of the Pai are not always identical to good queueing.
If all C-values would come down too late like in fig.5, all C's would be too high and
the overall
too low, causing less collisions and less C-increments. By this, the
C-curves will go down earlier in the real system and approach zero close to the right
time.
Althogh the interaction of several nodes is not handled by this theory, this approach
discloses some of the internal workings of Loglog.
The proposed strategy function is still the best we know of. This due to the fact
that the node interaction and the statistical fluctuations of C lead to far more difficult conditions in practice than the assumptions with this simple equilibrium
theory. Seemingly better functions may increase the statistical fluctuations and
therefore lead to bad results that cannot be forseen by the theory.
With Loglog, the use of a floating-point logarithm yields no significant advantage
compared to a simple integer logarithm. When applying the queueing mechanism to
CSMA-Q, however, queueing with high node numbers is slightly improved by floatingpoint computation.
One might wonder how Loglog could achieve proper queueing with many nodes, while the
integer logarithm used there does not change its value between Q=2^x/2 and Q=2^x-l
(x any integer). The explanation is that the Q-values of the nodes are different and
the C-curves will therefore go down at different times. If the Q-values are wellordered (and they tend to be, because a node that readily transmitted is very unlikely to do so soon again), the end-points of the C-curves also tend to be ordered. Even
some perturbation of the collision numbers, (e.g. the estimation of n), does not
matter, because all contending nodes react to this.

Accounting access delays by message lengths will tend to allow all nodes an equal
number of transmissions. If some nodes are mostly transmitting short messages, they
will get a smaller share of the network capacity. This is of no disadvantage if the
number of messages is most important; in different situations, there would be two
ways to fix the problem:
1) Q could be incremented after fixed physical time intervals of one maximum message
length plus the mean contention time. With this, almost nothing changes with long
messages; however, the channel capacity is shared equallly, on cost of bad queueing with short messages, while the maximum access delays (physically) remain the
same.
2) A node, when getting access, could be allowed to transmit for a certain number of
slots (equal to the duration of a long message), regardless if it transmits one
long or several short messages (with gaps shorter than the normal interframe spacing, but long enough to allow the receivers to react). Again, the maximum access
delay is not increased.
COMBINING LOGLOG AND CSMA-Q

We would like to achieve proper queueing together with low contention times. The key
to this is simple: Instead of using enforced collisions to estimate n (Loglog:
Cc=log2(n)), we could as well utilize the C-value of a CSMA-Q node. By adding an access delay counter Q, the node could be enabled of calculating Loglog-like C-curves;
however, we cannot change C, because it is not automatically incremented by approx.
Iog2(n) at every contention like with Loglog.
We have to introduce a new variable C

and do

,

C' = C + C - log2(Q)
at every contention. C' will now show a development like Loglog's C.
The next step is simple: We do not calculate the access probability from C but instead use C' .
Because the overall
should remain nearly the same (as was shown), the CSMA—Q
regulation mechanism does not take notice of that.
The last step is: During contention, C and C' are both changed at collisions and idle
slots, according to the CSMA-Q scheme. This conserves the fast regulation of \ at
every slot.
We found that it is best to change C' by its own v'= 0.375 + C'/32, similar to the
formula for C, maybe because the C , theoretically, could approach 0 closer to the
right time, and with a flatter slope.
Simulations showed that neither contention times, nor collision/idle slot relations
changed by adding the Log-mechanism; our claim that CSMA-Q would continue to work in
background therefore proved to be right. The complete strategy is shown in fig.6.

SIMULATION RESULTS

We ran numerous simulations in order to
of message generation were used:

test the strategies developed.

Three types

1) Poisson arrivals; the total length of the generated messages relative to the
available transmission time defines the 'offered load'. This is the most realistical condition; it leads to an ever changing number of contending nodes and is
good for testing dynamic strategy behaviour.
Because the results of this are difficult to compare, we have applied other
methods to get the data presented here.

Fig.6:

State diagram

and strategy

formulas of the Log-Q strategy.

C has to be

limited between 0 and 31, C' at 0 (and possibly at 10..12); The numerical resolution
of C and C' should be 1/8 or better.

2) Infinite load; all n nodes are able
delay. This kind of overload may also
realistic because real nodes would
enough, but it discloses flaws in
strategies.

to transmit any number of messages without
be called 'undelayed'; it is somewhat unhardly be able to generate messages fast
the access queueing behaviour of some

3) Controlled statistical load (or 'delayed1 overload); the message generation probability is regulated as to keep an average number of n nodes out of a larger group
(mostly 1000) constantly active. The number of active nodes is allowed to fluctuate between about n/2 and 1.5*n. With some protocols (Ethernet for example),
this kind of load is a worse test condition than undelayed load.

Fig.7 shows the mean contention times, Tc, and the mean collisions per contention,
C c , f o r various strategies in dependency of the number of nodes. Infinite load (each
node able to transmit any number of messages in sequence) is the worst case and was
therefore used with all shown strategies but Ethernet, whose contention times are
worst if on average n nodes out of a larger number are kept active by poisson-type
message generation ('delayed' infinite load).

Fig.8: A waiting time distribution with 50 nodes after 10000 messages at infinite
load; although the contention time (overhead) is significantly lower than with Loglog
/4/, the access delay limitation is nearly as good. Other than with Loglog, the collision numbers (dashed line) and the contention times (in slots, dotted line) are
also well-limited.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

One might expect problems in implementing Log-Q because fractional numbers and
floating-point logarithms are used and have to be calculated in a very short time

during contention. In fact, this problem is not so serious: C and C' require 5 bits
before and 3 after the point. Log2(Q) may be calculated to 4 bits plus 3 or 4 after
the point. This resolution is sufficient.
One way of calculating log2 is to shift a binary number right until a single 1-Bit is
left before the point. The number of shifts gives the integral part, the bits now behind the point the fractional part of log2, to an accuracy of 0.086 absolute.
The most simple and really recommendable way is to use ROM-tables for the next values
of C in upward and downward direction and for log2.

Fig.9: The C-curves of 2 nodes out of 50 at infinite load are shown for 100 messages.
One of the C-values was artificially set to 20 at start and to 0 at message 50, in
order to verify the convergency of the C-curves with Log-Q resp. CSMA-Q. All other
C-curves are identical because they are regulated according to the same events on the
net.

Fig.10 shows a typical development of a C'-value
sages at infinite load.

in one of 50 nodes during 200 mes-

RESPONSE TIMES

We may get physical values for the expected maximum access delays by taking the maximum access delays from fig.11, and multiplying this with the maximum message length
plus contention times (fig.7).
Given Ethernet parameters, the max. message length is 24 slots, the contention time
is Tc + 1/5 (interframe spacing) + 1/6 (changeover time) slots, and a slot is 50 microseconds. With this, the access delay with 1000 nodes may be
1.85 sec. with Loglog,
1.7

sec. with Log-Q,

1.2

sec. with perfect scheduling (no contention, accurate queueing),

6

sec. with CSMA-Q,

and about 15...40 sec (depending on the kind of load) with Ethernet, which is of
course unrealistic due to the fact that no overload phase would endure so long.
If shorter times are necessary, some of the physical network parameters (message
length, max. node numbers, cable length) are to be chosen differently.

Fig.11: The maximum access delays to be expected in an observation time of 10000 messages, at infinite load, are shown for several strategies.

IMMEDIATE RETRANSMISSION

The maximum access delays given could be exceeded if a message is received invalid
(Checksum-error), and acknowledgement as well as retransmission are handled by the
upper system layers. Althogh CRC-errors are reportedly rare, this should be avoided.
A simple solution could be to extend every message by one slot length of nonsense
data following the checksum, and to allow the receiver to disturbe this signal (causing a collision) if the checksum did not match. The Log-Q strategy would then serve
for an almost immediate retransmission without further measures.

Fig.12: If we add message length and contention times plus changeover-time plus interframe spacing, and divide the message length by this, we get the mean throughput
at infinite load (overhead for 'framing', i.e. addressing etc. not accounted for). We
took the physical parameters of Ethernet for the comparison: Message lengths of 24
slots (maximum, upper diagram) and 1 slot (minimum, lower diagram), an interframe
spacing of 1/5 slot and the mean changeover time, 1/6 slot. While the other
strategies are shown with infinite load only (worst-case), Ethernet is shown also
with controlled statistical load (averagely n of 1000 nodes active). With infinite

load, where any node can generate messages fast enough, one Ethernet node may occupy
the net for some time, causing contention times close to 0 /4/ and of course high
throughput.

CONCLUSION
We have developed a CSMA/CD strategy achieving contention times as well as access
delays close to their optima. Although there are too many parameters to allow for a
total optimization by means of simulation, some rules for their dimensioning could be
derived.
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